Effects of first-pass metabolism on metabolite mean residence time determination after oral administration of parent drug.
Metabolite kinetics after oral drug administration can be determined, without separate metabolite administration, using the concepts of mean residence time (MRT). The MRT of parent drug and metabolite after oral administration of the parent drug, MRTp,p(oral) and MRTm,p(oral), can be calculated directly from the drug and metabolite profiles. The difference between MRTm,p(oral) and MRTp,p(oral), termed Delta MRT, yields an estimate of MRT of metabolite when the metabolite is given as an iv bolus, MRTm,m(iv). The calculation is simple for drugs that are known to undergo, negligible first-pass metabolism. Correction can also be made when extent of first-pass metabolism is known. Ambiguity is encountered, however, when the degree of first-pass metabolism is unknown. When the delta MRT is negative, then first-pass metabolism must be considered. A positive value of delta MRT, on the other hand, is not a definitive indication of the absence of first-pass metabolism. It may occur in the presence or absence of first-pass metabolism. Ignoring the possibility of first-pass metabolism when a positive value of delta MRT occurs may lead to an incorrect estimate of MRTm,m(iv). The estimation error is relatively small, however, when MRTm,m(iv) much greater than MRTp,p(iv), even when first-pass metabolism is extensive. This situation may apply to the administration of a prodrug.